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Abstract—There has been increasing interest in connecting disjointed Electronic Medical Records, mobile health data, and related health data systems for the purpose of improving preventative and precision medicine, while also providing individuals with greater access and control to their data. Blockchains provide data transparency, immutability, and decentralized trust—making them a promising solution to the interoperability and security issues faced by such health data systems. Several papers have proposed the use of blockchain technology in healthcare to determine its viability as a solution and to identify potential applications and challenges. We build upon their work by 1) presenting implementation details related to blockchain applications in health data systems, 2) discussing the security, privacy, and performance trade-offs of each, and 3) identifying a set of research questions regarding the use of blockchain technology in health data systems. We find that blockchain-based healthcare research should place greater emphasis on real-world deployments and testing, smart-contract security, efficient and usable audit tools, blockchain governance, and adherence to healthcare data regulations and standards.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Health Information Technology for Economic and clinical Health Act (HITECH) of 2009 allotted nearly $36.5 billion in an effort to spur health organizations to adopt Electronic Health Record (EHR) systems for managing their patient and service data in place of traditional paper methods [1]. Six years later, a data brief by the U.S. Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology (ONC) noted successful progress, indicating that “Nearly all reported hospitals (96%) possessed a certified EHR technology” [2]. EHR technology does not come cheap, however, as “45% of physicians from the national survey report spending more than $100,000 on an EHR” [3]. Today the EHR market is valued at tens of billions of dollars [4], and many companies have poured resources into the development of commercial EHRs and other related health data-management systems.

A large part of this development is focused on health data systems that efficiently and securely share health data [5], [6] while also providing individuals greater access to their data. Sharing data between health organizations and related parties allows for the extraction of information at the population level, which can then be used to enhance preventative and precision medicine at the individual level [7]. If security and privacy remain critical challenges though, individuals who do not trust that their data is being properly handled may be less inclined to disclose important information or avoid seeking treatment altogether [8]. Current health data systems place trust in a single party to properly manage sensitive health data, but blockchain technology has the potential to change that dependence.

A blockchain is a decentralized append-only ledger that is managed by a peer-to-peer network of nodes. Instead of being managed by a single trusted entity, the nodes in a blockchain network use consensus algorithms to independently validate transactions and add them to the ledger. Blockchains are capable of recording simple logs of events (e.g., individual x shared data with clinician y) as well as executing arbitrary logic (smart contracts), all of which are public to the network of blockchain nodes. Furthermore, as a result of the block chaining method, once data is added to the blockchain it can never be changed. These mechanisms may be useful for healthcare data systems to automate data-access policies and log instances of data exchange in the blockchain for participants (individuals and clinicians) to later view and verify.

Other surveys have looked at the use of blockchain technology in healthcare to determine its viability and identify potential applications and challenges [9]–[11]. Notably, they find that blockchain is being used in health data systems for access control, data integrity, data sharing, and auditing. What they fail to do, however, is to adequately explore and explain the different blockchain implementations and their trade-offs in terms of security, privacy, performance, and usability. They also provide general areas of focus for future research, but not specific context-dependant research questions. In our review of the use of blockchain in health data systems, we address the shortcomings of the previous surveys by presenting important blockchain implementation details and using them to generate a set of research questions.

While there are a number of commercial systems [12]–[27] and publications that discuss possible uses of blockchain in healthcare [4], [28]–[34], we only consider those that have published papers that detail an architecture or implementation for a blockchain-based health data system.
II. BACKGROUND

We recognize that some readers may be familiar with health data systems but not familiar with blockchain technology, or vice-versa. In this section we define and present several common types of health data systems and related terms. Then we give an overview of blockchain technology and define common terms and associated technologies.

A. Health data system

Throughout this paper, we use the term health data system to describe systems that are responsible for some combination of generating, controlling access to, and storing an individual’s health data [35]. One of the most common types of health data systems is known as an Electronic Health Record (EHR), and is defined by the ONC as “a digital version of a patient’s paper chart”. EHRs are real-time, patient-centered records that make information available instantly and securely to authorized users. While an EHR does contain the medical and treatment histories of patients, some EHR systems are designed to go beyond standard clinical data collected in a clinician’s office and can be inclusive of a broader view of a patient’s care. One of the key features of an EHR is that health information can be created and managed by authorized clinicians in a digital format capable of being shared with other clinicians across more than one health organization [36]. Another type of health data system is a Personal Health Record (PHR). The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) states that “there is no universal definition of a PHR” but goes on define it as “an electronic record of an individual’s health information by which the individual controls access to the information and may have the ability to manage, track, and participate in his or her own health care”. While an EHR is held and maintained by a health organization and may not contain all the information relevant to a particular individual [37], a PHR (ideally) contains all of a given individual’s medical records, regardless of the health organizations that provided individual items in that record. Some of the systems we survey in this paper do not quite fit into either the EHR or PHR molds; some are an amalgamation of both or something else entirely. For example, their focus might be on storing and managing sensor data from an individual’s health-related wearable devices, rather than the traditional medical records and data generated from health organization services that EHRs and PHRs deal with. For this paper, we also find it useful to define several other terms. When we say individual, we are referring to someone who is the subject of some health data set(s), though they may not necessarily own, or control, said data. An individual’s health data can be produced while receiving health-related services from a health organization or by some device(s) that the individual owns and/or operates. We chose to use “individual”, instead of “patient”, since health data can come from sources outside of standard healthcare services. Health organizations provide healthcare services, or are some intermediary service related to healthcare, such as hospitals, home care agencies, and health insurers. Health organizations employ clinicians, which are persons responsible for delivering the health service and/or managing the patient health data produced by it.

B. Blockchains

Unlike traditional databases that are managed by a central authority, a blockchain is a type of distributed database that is an append-only log of time-stamped records cryptographically protected from tampering and revision [38]. Nodes participating in the blockchain network, known as miners, are responsible for validating transactions and updating the blockchain. Each miner maintains and updates its own local copy of the blockchain via a consensus algorithm, which ensures that the majority of the nodes agree on exactly what data is being added to the blockchain and in what order. Once added to the blockchain, data is visible to all participants of the network and cannot be modified or removed. Along with logging basic transactions (e.g., Bob pays Alice 10 Bitcoin) some blockchains support smart contracts, which allow developers to encode arbitrary logic that is uploaded to, and executed by, the nodes in the blockchain network. In effect, a smart contract is a collection of functions that all nodes execute upon the arrival of certain types of transactions. While this general description of blockchains might be sufficient in certain contexts, it does not capture the security, privacy, and performance trade-offs associated with the different kinds of blockchains and consensus algorithms. Below we detail several popular blockchain models and consensus algorithms.

1) Public blockchains: In public blockchains anybody can participate in reading, adding, and validating transactions on the blockchain [39]. These transactions are public to the entire network, but the identity of the participants are pseudonymous via public-key cryptography; participants are known by their public key. While a participant’s real-world identity might not be tied to the blockchain, a web of associated transactions can still be compiled by linking them to a known public key, and if an adversary were able to link a participant’s real world identity to their public key then their entire transaction history is easily viewable in the blockchain.

2) Private blockchains: Private blockchains are managed by a single entity and are not open to the public. Since data is unavailable for public view, it is ideal for implementation of data privacy rules and other purposes related to regulatory compliance. However, this approach is not a distributed, decentralized ledger and is at the risk of insider attacks or security breaches just like in a centralized system. Participants are identifiable in these systems but transactions remain encrypted and unavailable outside the organization [39].

3) Consortium blockchains: Sometimes miscategorized as private blockchains because they can be closed to the general public, consortium blockchains are governed by a group that controls who can read, append, and validate transactions on the blockchain. While more centralized than a public blockchain, consortium blockchains provide the benefits of private blockchains (i.e., quicker validation and transaction throughput) without placing complete control of the blockchain in the hands of an individual or single organization [39].
Depending on the read, append, and validation restrictions imposed by the group, user anonymity may or may not be guaranteed and the blockchain may or may not be open to the public.

C. Consensus protocols

Blockchains distribute trust by having each node in the network manage its own copy of the blockchain, but for each node to have their own copy they need a distributed mechanism to agree on the current state of the blockchain. This mechanism is known as a consensus protocol, and is the algorithm that forms the foundation for security, accountability and trust in a blockchain [39]. The consensus protocol is responsible for validating the order of transactions and outputs of smart-contract executions, and as such, should be designed to be fault-tolerant (i.e., resistant to malicious or faulty nodes) yet efficient and scalable so as to meet the network’s demands. There are many types of consensus protocols, but only a small number of them are used by the systems we surveyed. We describe those consensus protocols below.

1) Proof of Work (PoW): Probably the best-known consensus protocol, because it is associated with Bitcoin, is Proof of Work (PoW). PoW is typically used in public blockchains, as it allows anybody to participate in validating blocks for the blockchain. Blockchain nodes running PoW in the network (i.e., miners) are required to solve a cryptographic “puzzle” when validating a new block for the blockchain. The answer to the puzzle is pseudorandom, and computationally expensive to guess. This property makes it very difficult for a malicious miner to guess the correct answer and broadcast an incorrect block before the rest of the network. In fact, for a malicious miner to succeed it would need to possess more than 50% of the computing power of the network, which is what is known as a 51% attack. Once a miner finds an answer and broadcasts the new block to the rest of the network, however, it is trivial for the rest of the mining nodes to verify that the answer is correct. Drawbacks to the PoW consensus protocol are that it is extremely wasteful in terms of energy and computing time, and that blockchains using PoW typically have slow transaction confirmation times.

2) Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT): For those who need faster transaction times, or who cannot afford the cost of PoW, one alternative is Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT). PBFT is based on the Byzantine Generals problem in Distributed Computing, where participants in the network want to come to consensus by sending their decisions to a leader. PBFT is designed for permissioned blockchain networks (i.e., consortium or private blockchains), meaning that miners cannot remain anonymous. While PBFT does not impose high computational overheads, it does experience high network congestion at scale due to the multicast messages needed to come to consensus. For this reason, PBFT is best used in a consortium blockchain, where there is a small group of semi-trusted organizations that wish to come to consensus.

D. Smart contracts

Some blockchains support smart contracts, which are computer functions that are stored on the blockchain. Smart contracts can be explicitly called by users or set up to trigger on some event (e.g., a smart contract variable being updated by a transaction might trigger a notification message to the owner of the contract). When smart-contract functions are called, each node in the network executes the code and verifies the output against other nodes via the consensus algorithm. The smart function call (parameters) can then be appended, as a transaction, onto the blockchain for verification purposes afterwards. It is important to note, however, that once a smart contract is added to the blockchain its code cannot be modified, due to blockchain’s inherent property of immutability. This property of immutability means that traditional means for updating code cannot be used. Instead, methods for updating smart contracts include using intermediary smart contracts that hold the address for active smart contracts or public lists (off-chain) of the most up-to-date smart contracts. Intermediary smart contracts that delegate calls introduce security risks and therefore must be carefully coded, and public lists may require users to periodically check to ensure they have the most up-to-date smart contract address.

III. APPLICATIONS OF BLOCKCHAIN IN HEALTH DATA SYSTEMS

We organize the main body of this paper according to the main challenges addressed by blockchain-based health data systems detailed in earlier surveys [9]–[11]. For each challenge, we provide a technical breakdown of how the surveyed systems use blockchain to approach these problems.

A. Access control

We use access control to refer to the mechanisms employed by a health data system to ensure that only authorized users are allowed access to view and modify data stored in the system. In blockchain-based health data systems, this applies to data stored both on and off the blockchain. Access-control design choices depend on what kind of data is being stored, who owns the data, who manages the data, and who needs to access the data. For health organizations that not only want to share data internally, but with external health organizations and individuals as well, access control becomes increasingly complex and important to the security of the system.

Several systems [40]–[49] aim to do just that: facilitate the sharing of data between health organizations in a secure, and possibly transparent, manner while allowing participation and input from individuals. Specifically, these systems are looking at connecting health organization EHRs. While the specifics may vary from system to system, they all take the same general approach for addressing EHR access control via blockchains. That is, they use smart contracts to store and retrieve access policies on the blockchain for an individual’s health data stored off-chain in health organization databases. Individuals may choose to approve, deny, or revoke clinician requests for access to different parts of the individual’s medical history, and the outcomes of these decisions are recorded on the blockchain via smart contracts. Then, when a data request is submitted by an individual or clinician to one of the off-chain systems.
health organization databases, a database manager queries the blockchain smart contract to verify the access permissions of the requesting user. Each request can also be logged to the blockchain for future auditing purposes.

1) Security considerations: By replicating access policies across the blockchain network, the systems have effectively made it more difficult for attackers to modify them. Furthermore, the transparent record of all access requests (and decisions) enables audit by all interested parties. While specific secure coding patterns are not mentioned, some systems do consciously choose to create separate smart contracts for each distinct access-control task so as to compartmentalize the risk [40], [46], [47].

The issue with storing access policies in the blockchain and health data in separate databases is that the blockchain has no way to enforce those access policies. In this case, the blockchain is only useful as long as it is being properly used, but that requires individuals to trust that the health organization database manager holding their data is not only checking access policies on the blockchain but also enforcing them. Furthermore, many of the surveyed systems do not make it clear whether individuals are actually participating in adding to the blockchain (i.e., running a full node). They claim that blockchain would provide individuals the ability to audit their health data access, but in reality what this most likely means is that individuals will have the ability to hire some third-party service to audit the blockchain for them.

2) Privacy considerations: Due to blockchain’s transparency, many of the surveyed systems opt to store only access records on the blockchain and to keep the actual health data somewhere else. Access records have potential to leak information, however, as those able to read the blockchain can build relationship graphs based on transactions in the blockchain. If readers know the real-world identity of a user on the blockchain, which may be typical for health organizations, they can tie that individual’s blockchain activity to other known health organizations and potentially discern the type of data they have stored. For this reason, some systems employ permissioned blockchains that regulate transaction read and write permissions for users of the blockchains, allowing users to read only transactions in which they took part. Instead of imposing blockchain read and write permissions, others choose to encrypt data stored on the blockchain, as it provides more fine-grained access control than permissioned blockchains and keeps data secure even if it is leaked.

3) Performance considerations: Blockchains are inherently slower than traditional databases, and therefore access control implemented on blockchains will be slower. That said, read and write operations can be optimized by choice of blockchain and consensus protocol. Using consortium and private blockchains allows for the use of more centralized and less computationally expensive consensus protocols. Some systems show that the transaction throughput and validation times of their systems are still adequate for handling data requests [42], [45]. Scalability is a notorious issue for blockchain, as all data is replicated across the network and cannot be deleted, so careful consideration should be taken when deciding what data fields need to be stored on the blockchain to implement access control.

B. Data integrity

Due to the block-chaining method in blockchain, data stored on the chain is immutable and any attempt to modify it is prevented by the consensus algorithm. Thus, the simple and obvious solution to maintaining integrity for an individual’s health data is to store it on the blockchain. Systems that take this approach store only small amounts of data, and share data only internally [35], [50], [51]. They choose to store data that they know should never change, and that is not produced frequently and/or that does not take up large amounts of space. For example, these systems might be used to store an individual’s blood glucose levels as it is a small data point that is taken at most a few times a day.

A different approach is needed for systems that wish to store large amounts of data and/or data that is susceptible to change. Instead of storing all of the data on the blockchain, they opt to keep data in off-chain silos while only storing hashes of the data, along with any other relevant metadata, on the chain. While this does not prevent the modification of health data stored off chain, the hashes it stores can be used to detect changes [40]–[49].

1) Security considerations: The integrity of health data (or meta data) stored on the blockchain depends on the security of the consensus mechanism. When using a consensus mechanism susceptible to 51% attacks, such as Proof-of-Work, increasing the number of mining nodes and, more importantly, the number of organizations that control those miners, in the system increases security as it makes it more difficult for a malicious party to gain enough nodes to collude in rewriting the blockchain.

2) Privacy considerations: Storing health data on the blockchain to provide data integrity has a negative effect on an individual’s privacy because the data is available to all participants in the network. Privacy can be protected by encrypting data before storing it on the blockchain, and/or choosing a consortium/private blockchain implementation that allows for read permissions to be placed on the blockchain.

3) Performance considerations: Data stored on the blockchain is replicated across all nodes in the network and can never be deleted or modified once on the chain. For this reason, it is not always viable to store the actual health data on the blockchain, as the chain might grow too large to scale with the number of users.

C. Interoperability

Blockchains can be used to improve interoperability between organization, and individual, managed data silos by providing mechanisms for access control and data storage in a transparent manner. Different types of blockchains may prove to be more or less appropriate depending on the resources of the actors in the system. For example, consensus algorithms that require specialized hardware (e.g., Proof-of-Elapsed-Time) or favor those with large financial resources (e.g., Proof-of-Stake) may...
deter ill-equipped health organizations and individuals from participating. Using blockchains that can run on generalized hardware, and obscuring blockchain interactions through the use of tools like online blockchain browsers and wallet managers, may bolster adoption [40]. Technological challenges are not the only roadblocks to interoperability, as blockchains that handle private health information (PHI) must also be implemented to meet relevant regulatory standards, such as HIPAA or GDPR, if they wish to integrate with existing healthcare data systems. To date, only a small number of the systems surveyed attempted to address regulatory compliance issues [40].

1) Security considerations: Increasing interoperability between previously disparate health data systems may also increase the impacts of security vulnerabilities. A security breach may now expose the health data held by an entire group of health organizations instead of just one. The transparency of blockchains, however, helps mitigate some of the risk associated with sharing data between organizations and individuals. By replicating data and transactions many times over across the blockchain network, attackers need to control a significant portion of the network if they wish to tamper with the data, transactions, and smart contract execution. If, on the other hand, an attacker simply wishes to read sensitive data stored on the blockchain, they now have many points of attack as the data is replicated on all participating nodes in the blockchain network.

2) Privacy considerations: As one paper notes, “creating systems that maintain compliance under the [HIPAA] Privacy Rule requires a delicate balance between upholding privacy while allowing for the transfer and sharing of health information” [40]. Such design decisions include using consortium or private blockchains so that read and write permissions can be implemented to uphold an individual’s privacy [40], [47], [52] and using encryption to guarantee confidentiality for data stored on the blockchain [35], [40], [46].

3) Performance considerations: Blockchain’s throughput is not as high, nor its latency as low, as centralized systems, but for many healthcare applications this is not an issue. Many of the applications the surveyed systems are aimed towards involve sharing data for later use (on the order of hours or days) and will not be negatively impacted by a blockchain that takes several extra seconds or minutes to execute a transaction. For more time-sensitive applications, or those with a large number of transactions, faster consensus algorithms (e.g., Proof-of-Elapsed-Time, Delegated Proof-of-Stake, Proof-of-Luck) can be used to obtain higher system throughput and lower latency. One of the surveyed systems implements a consensus model, Quorum, that allows for public and private transactions to achieve better throughput in certain situations [40]. Whereas public transactions need to be validated by every node in the blockchain network, private transactions are stored off-chain and only validated by nodes party to the transaction.

**D. Auditing**

Distributed trust, data immutability, and smart-contract automation make blockchains a natural way to provide auditing capabilities. Not only do they allow for internal auditing, say by health organizations, but they also make it possible for individuals to participate in and track the handling of their data. While many of the systems point out that blockchains can be used for auditing transactions such as access approvals, revocations, and data requests, only a few discuss how this might actually be done. Simply writing transactions and data to the blockchain is not enough. Without a pointer to the relevant data one must traverse the entire blockchain to find relevant transactions, which can be quite a feat as the chain grows. Searching for data in the blockchain is complicated by the fact that transactions in the blockchain are ordered by time and not by user, meaning the entire blockchain must be searched if the timestamp is not known. Searching the blockchain is made more difficult, and potentially impossible, if the data is encrypted and bears no identifiers. Without the proper tools, searching the blockchain is not feasible for everyday users of the system.

One system addresses auditing by using a smart contract to track pointers to each individual’s data on the blockchain, thereby making it easy for users to locate their data [46]. Another system returns a pointer to the individual to be stored and managed locally any time they add data to the blockchain [51]. Both of these systems use blockchain to track where an individual’s data is being stored off chain and who has access to it, but do not present solutions for tracking when that data is accessed. Smart contracts responsible for access control of off-chain data may automatically log instances of data requests and accesses by clinicians, but they are not useful without an adequate way to locate these transactions on the blockchain.

1) Security considerations: Automating logging actions and storing them in a distributed ledger for future auditing increases the security of healthcare data systems. The distributed nature of blockchains makes it more difficult for attackers to modify smart contracts and the logs they produce; logs that may later be used to identify improper data access and handling.

2) Privacy considerations: As with any data stored on the blockchain, it must be adequately protected through read permissions or encryption if it reveals sensitive information about the owner. Fan et al. used a permissioned blockchain to prevent unauthorized users from viewing the smart contracts that store meta data and pointers to an individual’s data [46].

3) Performance considerations: For auditing purposes latency is not a huge issue, but scalability is. Data added to the blockchain is never deleted, and a large chain is expensive to audit. Designers need to determine what actions are useful to users if logged (e.g., when a new record is generated for an individual, when an individual grants access of said record to a new clinician, when that new clinician accesses said record) and what is the minimum amount of data required to describe the event so as not to cause the blockchain to grow too quickly.

**IV. Discussion**

Our findings are congruent with previous surveys [10]; many of the surveyed systems provide woefully inadequate
implementation details – failing to mention blockchain type, consensus protocol, smart-contract usage – and few have actually implemented, tested, or deployed their systems. Furthermore, none of the published systems broach the subject of blockchain governance. Of the systems that did specify blockchain type, all were either private or consortium, thus, some individual (or group) is responsible for governing the blockchain. This approach entails dictating read/write policies, authorizing mining nodes, and authorizing users. They say that blockchain provides transparency to both health organizations and individuals. In fact, many of the systems are designed around providing individuals authority over their data and insight into how it is being used, but in many of these systems it is not clear if the governance design actually benefits individuals in this way. With blockchain, it is possible that individuals have the ability to view the blockchain and participate in consensus, but do they have the information and tools to actually do so? If not, then the only parties seeing benefits are health organizations, which is not necessarily bad, but somewhat misleading. These kinds of governance questions affect adoption and usability, and should be a focus of ongoing research on blockchain-based health data systems.

While not always explicitly stated, it is clear that smart contracts play a vital role in automating and securing processes related to access control, data sharing, and auditability. What is worrying about this reliance on smart contracts is the lack of focus on smart contract security. On one hand, storing the program on the blockchain for all to read or execute helps to ensure proper execution of sensitive access control and data sharing actions. This approach is also the cause of a major security and privacy concern, however, as all nodes executing smart contracts have access to all data used by the contract. Thus, designers must be conscious of the data and cryptographic keys they pass to smart contracts.

Blockchain’s ability to provide transparent and immutable auditing may prove to be extremely useful for verifying correct operation of health data systems, assuming that the blockchain is being used correctly. In these health data systems, a blockchain is only one of several components that make up the system, and these other components may not be decentralized and/or transparent. Without a way to verify actions that take place outside of the blockchain (made by a human or computer), it could be argued that the blockchain is only as decentralized and trustworthy as the actors that create the data it stores.

Blockchain-based health data systems that hope for real-world adoption should focus on adhering to applicable healthcare data regulations and data formatting standards. Privacy and security laws might determine what data can be stored on the blockchain, the type of blockchain that can be used, and who has access to the blockchain. For example, if an individual wishes to leave the healthcare data system, and laws require that all private information be erased, then no privacy revealing data should be stored on the blockchain as it cannot be deleted. As another example, using standard data formats will increase the interoperability of the overall system.

V. Research Questions

Prior work has identified potential use cases and benefits for blockchain technology in health data systems, such as access control, increased privacy and security, auditability, and increased interoperability. They do not, however, identify the questions that need to be answered for those use cases and benefits to become a reality. Below we list and describe a set of research questions related to the use of blockchain technology in health data systems.

1) What is an appropriate governance model for a blockchain being used in a health data system?
2) How can one provide the benefit of blockchains to both individuals and health organizations?
3) Consortium and private blockchains appear to be the favoured blockchain type for health data systems, but is there a situation where a public blockchain could be beneficial?
4) What features are missing from current blockchain technology that would be useful for health data systems in terms of privacy, security, and performance?
5) How can a blockchain support public health and medical research while protecting individual privacy?
6) How can a blockchain support audit and review by health organizations, regulators, payers, and individuals while protecting individual privacy?
7) What kind of data can be stored on the blockchain while still adhering to local regulations such as HIPAA or GDPR?
8) Certain regulations, such as GDPR, require data holders to delete data on request for the data subject. What protocols or mechanisms are needed to handle this situation, given blockchain’s property of immutability?
9) Create new, or identify existing, secure coding patterns for smart contracts that manage private health information access rights.
10) How can one separate data management duties across smart contracts to modularize risk?

VI. Summary

We survey blockchain-based health data systems, describe how these systems meet the challenges identified by prior surveys [9]–[11], and discuss security, privacy, and performance implications for each. In doing so, we found that most systems propose smart-contract-capable consortium and private blockchains for access control and the sharing of off-chain data between semi-trusted health organizations. By acting as an access-control mechanism that sits on top of health organization and individual managed data silos, a blockchain can enhance interoperability between previously disjoint systems while also logging transactions between parties for future audits.

Based on our review of the literature, we suggest that developers of blockchain-based health data systems place greater emphasis on real-world deployments and testing, smart-contract security, efficient and usable audit tools, blockchain governance, and adherence to healthcare data regulations and standards.
